Not to downgrade James W.Mavor Jr. and his book, VOYAGE TO ATLANTIS,

but had he checked or visited any Indian reservation in either North
or South America, the Medicine People would have told him that his great
Archaeology and Geology find was the fullfíllment by the CREATOR, GREAT
SPIRIT on building an Empire from unwanted children.
This Ancient Archaeology find was built from unwanted children and
the way it was built encompasses tribal thinking for two reasons:
FIRST) The Sacret Circle would be the bases for building such an
Empire, like the Metroplis of ATLANTIS. which is a city and not a nation.
Because the city is built in a perfect circle, it would be in memory of
Ancient Unborn, which could be ATLANTIS. THE TE DEUM filed with the
International Court, February THE PAPAL BULL,of May L», 1h93;
SECULAR TREATY OF TORDESILLAS, the Latitude and Longetude for
the old original ATLANTIS is known and on file and it is no where's.near your Archaeology find. SECOND) A correction. This
Ancient city of ATLANTIS
would never have had Temples to worship the Gods of POSEIDON and CLEITO
which are civilized Gods and religions and is not a tribal method of
worship. lf a closer investigation could be made on your archaeology
find, Three Temples would show up, which would now make it an Ancient
method of’ religions
But past 15 years, every Ancient throughout the world has had
pains in their hearts because through mythology stories of their people,
they fully understand facts and figures of what is happening to some chíldrer
that not even civilized scientist can conlude having computers and such.
To begin! Let us use quantities. The displacement of quantities and
the economics of quantities. Missing children is now 30,000,000 strong
and 'over'. For the benefit of doubt, lets say l0,000,000 children have
been found(you and I both know this iS not true) That leaves 20,000,000
that have to be hidden in major cities because in small townes, a
they would show up líkë "sore thumbs" _
nd villages

